APPLICATION FILES WILL BE EVALUATED AND ACCEPTANCE WILL BE BY RANK ORDER USING THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA FOR ACCEPTANCE.


2. COMPLETION OF ALL REQUIRED PHASE I AND PHASE II COURSES WITH A GRADE OF “C” OR BETTER. *GRADE POINT AVERAGE WILL BE CALCULATED ONLY FOR PHASE I AND PHASE II COURSES REQUIRED FOR THE PN PROGRAM, IF THERE IS A TIE ON THE TEAS SCORE.

3. IN THE EVENT THAT THESE CALCULATIONS ARE TIED AN OVERALL GRADE POINT AVERAGE WILL BE CALCULATED AND USED FOR ENTRANCE TO THE NURSING PROGRAM.

4. ALL PHASE I AND PHASE II COURSE GRADES MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO START OF PROGRAM WITH A GRADE OF “C” OR BETTER.

A. REQUIRED PHASE I AND PHASE II COURSES:
   1. English 121
   2. Psychology 121
   3. Biology 161 OR Biology 261 and Biology 262
      BIOL 261 and BIOL 262 ARE REQUIRED FOR THE ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING DEGREE. STUDENTS WHO PLAN TO CONTINUE INTO THAT PROGRAM MAY SUBSTITUTE BIOL 161 FOR BIOL 261 & 262. BOTH COURSES (BIOL 261 & 262) MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE THE PROGRAM STARTS TO BE ELIGIBLE TO USE AS A SUBSTITUTION FOR BIOL 161.
   4. NUR 195
   5. CPR 131 or 133 – WILL ACCEPT CURRENT HEALTHCARE PROVIDED CERTIFICATE FROM AHA INSTRUCTOR. CARD MUST BE CURRENT THROUGH PROGRAM ENDING DATE.
   6. NUR 153

Note: The hybrid-online PN program requires that the student has completed at least one 2 credit hour online course with a grade of “B” or better prior to admission.

Final acceptance to the program requires that all of the above criteria be met. Failure to meet any of the requirements will make the applicant ineligible for enrollment in the program. It is the student’s responsibility to ensure that all requirements have been met.

**Some students wish to take the ADN Phase I and Phase II entrance requirements as they are doing the PN Phase I and Phase II courses. This makes the transition from PN to ADN smoother for the student. See the ADN curriculum guide for these Phase I and Phase II courses.